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Petros Academy Courses 
 
Grammar I (Gr. K-2) 
 
 Phonics/Spelling 
 Tuition: $180/year 

Description: Using Memoria Press’s phonics and spelling series, this class offers instruction for 
your student at any level of proficiency. Whether your child is a non-reader, beginning reader, 
or proficient reader, exercises will be chosen to reflect their abilities, as well as push them 
towards improvement. A meeting with the Mentor will be necessary to determine your child’s 
ability level and ,therefore, the required materials. An appointment may be scheduled by 
emailing us at homeschool@stpeternorthridge.org.  

 
 Handwriting 
 Tuition: $180/year 

Description: Good handwriting builds fine motor ability and leaves a good impression on those 
who see it. Students will have regular instruction and practice in handwriting using printables, 
journals, etc. 

 
Recitations 
Tuition: $120/year, plus a $5 mat. fee payable on the first day  
Description: With an emphasis on learning a chronological timeline of history (set to music) and 
on memorizing select passages of Scripture, students will take advantage of the early phase in 
their lives when memorization comes naturally to them and they are able to absorb large 
amounts of information.  
 
History 
Tuition: $180/year 
Description: Learning history chronologically has proven invaluable in the lives of many children. 
By memorizing names, dates, places and events, children gain a valuable tool for understanding 
how God is working today and what He has done during many past events. The value of 
integrating learning biblically and non-biblically recorded events and their dates cannot be 
overestimated. Furthermore, they are following classical methodology by memorizing this 
material which is presented in a variety of ways that makes the memory work quite enjoyable. 
 
Grammar I students will be studying Veritas Press’s Old Testament & Ancient Egypt 

mailto:homeschool@stpeternorthridge.org


 
Course Requirements:  

• Enhanced CD with teacher’s manual and timeline song  

• Flashcards 

Strongly Recommended: 

• Pages of History I OR set of Volumes 1 & 2 

Grammar II (Gr. 3-4) 

 Grammar, Shurley English  
Tuition: $180/year 
Description: This class seeks to nurture a love of the English language with an understanding of 
how it is correctly used.  Using the Shurley English curriculum, this class will introduce and 
review grammar concepts and practice "jingles" as memory aids. Games and other exercises will 
be used to reinforce learning.   
 
Course Requirements:  

• Shurley English Level 4 Teacher’s manual, workbook, and practice book 

 
History 
Tuition: $180/year 
Description: Learning history chronologically has proven invaluable in the lives of many children. 
By memorizing names, dates, places and events, children gain a valuable tool for understanding 
how God is working today and what He has done during many past events. The value of 
integrating learning biblically and non-biblically recorded events and their dates cannot be 
overestimated. Furthermore, they are following classical methodology by memorizing this 
material which is presented in a variety of ways that makes the memory work quite enjoyable. 
 
Grammar II students will be studying from Veritas Press’s New Testament, Greece, and Rome 
 
Course Requirements: 

• Enhanced CD with teacher’s manual and timeline song 

• Flashcards 

Strongly Recommended: 

• Pages of History 1 OR set of Volumes 1 & 2 

• Famous Men of Greece 

• Famous Men of Rome 

• August Caesar’s World 

 
 Latina Christiana 

Tuition: $180/year 

https://veritaspress.com/store/old-testament-and-ancient-egypt-hs-enhanced-cd.html
https://veritaspress.com/store/old-testament-ancient-egypt-flashcards.html
https://veritaspress.com/store/pages-of-history-1-secrets-of-the-ancients.html
https://veritaspress.com/store/pages-of-history-set.html
https://www.christianbook.com/shurley-english-level-4-kit/9781585610365/pd/610365?product_redirect=1&search_term=Shurley%20English%20Level%204&Ntt=610365&item_code=&Ntk=keywords&event=ESRCP
https://www.christianbook.com/shurley-english-level-4-practice-booklet/9781585610556/pd/610556?product_redirect=1&search_term=Shurley%20English%20Level%204%20prac&Ntt=610556&item_code=&Ntk=keywords&event=ESRCP
https://veritaspress.com/store/new-testament-greece-rome-homeschool-enhanced-cd.html
https://veritaspress.com/store/nt-greece-rome-cards.html
https://veritaspress.com/store/pages-of-history-1-secrets-of-the-ancients.html
https://veritaspress.com/store/pages-of-history-set.html
https://veritaspress.com/store/famous-men-of-greece.html
https://veritaspress.com/store/catalogsearch/result/?q=famous%20men%20of%20rome#q=famous%20men%20of%20rome&idx=magento2_default_products&p=0&nR%5Bvisibility_search%5D%5B%3D%5D%5B0%5D=1
https://veritaspress.com/store/augustus-caesar-s-world-4s.html


Description: Starting with First Form Latin, students will take a grammar first approach to the 
ancient language which is suitable for those just beginning, as well as those in the Grammar 
Stage. Second and Third Form reviews all material in the previous Forms, completes the verb 
paradigms for all four conjugations in the indicative active and passive, and much more! Fourth 
Form Latin completes the journey of Latin grammar by reviewing all material in First, Second, 
and Third Form, completing all verb forms for all four conjugations by studying participles, 
infinitives, gerunds, etc. *Note: Students in 4th grade will begin with “Latina Christiana”, a 
precursor to “First Form Latin”. 
 
Course Requirements:  

• Latina Christiana workbook and flashcards 

 
Literature and Cursive 
Tuition: $180/year 
Description: Your student continues the skills he/she developed in Grammar I with literature-
focused handwriting exercises. Literature selections will include nursery rhymes, Aesop’s Fables, 
McGuffy’s Readers, etc.  
 
Recitations 
Tuition: $120/year, plus a $5 mat. fee payable on the first day 
Description: With an emphasis on learning a chronological timeline of history (set to music) and 
on memorizing select passages of Scripture, students will take advantage of the early phase in 
their lives when memorization comes naturally to them and they are able to absorb large 
amounts of information.  

 

Grammar III (Gr. 5-6) 
  

Classical Composition 
Tuition: $180/year 
Description: Ancient writers invented a way of teaching writing known as the progymnasmata, 
which provided a method of teaching composition that not only taught budding writers a 
disciplined way to approach communication, but also helped them appeal to the heads of their 
audience. The progymnasmata gave them the stylistic tools to appeal to their hearts as well. 
 
The greatest communicators of ancient times, Quintilian and Cicero among them, employed the 
progymnasmata to teach their students the art of communication. The 14 exercises, organized 
from the simplest and most basic to the most complex and sophisticated, were the core 
education of a classical speaker, designed to produce what Quintilian once called ‘the good man, 
speaking well.’” 
 
Course Requirements:  

• Classical Composition Levels I,II, and III (Fable, Narrative, Chreia & Maxim) 

 
 

https://www.memoriapress.com/curriculum/latin/latina-christiana-student-book-fourth-edition/
https://www.memoriapress.com/curriculum/latin/latina-christiana-flashcards-fourth-edition/
https://www.christianbook.com/classical-composition-student-discovering-skills-writing/james-selby/9781615381517/pd/381517?en=bing-pla&event=SHOP&kw=homeschool-0-20%7C381517&p=1179517&dv=c&msclkid=ebff2c8157541d96529872f9c71eb4f8&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Shopping%20Main&utm_term=1100506918605&utm_content=s-homeschool
https://www.christianbook.com/classical-composition-student-narrative-discovering-writing/james-selby/9781615381784/pd/381784?event=ESRCG
https://www.christianbook.com/classical-composition-student-book-2nd-edition/jim-selby/9781547700516/pd/700516?event=ESRCG


Grammar, Shurley English 
Tuition: $180/year 
Description: This class seeks to nurture a love of the English language with an understanding of 
how it is correctly used.  Using the Shurley English curriculum, this class will introduce and 
review grammar concepts and practice "jingles" as memory aids. Games and other exercises will 
be used to reinforce learning.   
 
Course Requirements:  

• Shurley English Level 5 Teacher’s manual, workbook, and practice book 

 
History 
Tuition: $180/year 
Description: Learning history chronologically has proven invaluable in the lives of many children. 
By memorizing names, dates, places and events, children gain a valuable tool for understanding 
how God is working today and what He has done during many past events. The value of 
integrating learning biblically and non-biblically recorded events and their dates cannot be 
overestimated. Furthermore, they are following classical methodology by memorizing this 
material which is presented in a variety of ways that makes the memory work quite enjoyable. 
 
Grammar III students will be studying from Veritas Press’s Explorers to 1815 
 
Course Requirements: 

• Enhanced CD with teacher’s manual and timeline song 

• Flashcards 

Strongly Recommended: 

• Pages of History 2 OR set of volumes 1 & 2 

• The World of Columbus and Sons 

• The World of Captain John Smith 

• George Washington’s World 

Latin 
Tuition: $180/year 
Description: Starting with First Form Latin, students will take a grammar first approach to the 
ancient language which is suitable for those just beginning, as well as those in the Grammar 
Stage. Second and Third Form reviews all material in the previous Forms, completes the verb 
paradigms for all four conjugations in the indicative active and passive, and much more! Fourth 
Form Latin completes the journey of Latin grammar by reviewing all material in First, Second, 
and Third Form, completing all verb forms for all four conjugations by studying participles, 
infinitives, gerunds, etc. *Note: New students to Latin must start with First Form 
 
Course Requirements:  

• Your child’s appropriate Latin workbook and textbook from Memoria Press. New 
students to Latin must start with First Form 

https://www.christianbook.com/shurley-english-level-5-kit/9781585610327/pd/610327?en=google&event=SHOP&kw=homeschool-40-60%7C610327&p=1179710&dv=c&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIxf7lmLak6AIVOvfjBx0kxA1dEAQYASABEgIWZvD_BwE#CBD-PD-Description
https://www.christianbook.com/shurley-english-level-5-practice-booklet/9781585610563/pd/610563?event=PRCBD1
https://veritaspress.com/store/explorers-to-1815-homeschool-enhanced-cd-1.html
https://veritaspress.com/store/explorers-to-1815-flashcards.html
https://veritaspress.com/store/pages-of-history-2-blazing-new-trails.html
https://veritaspress.com/store/pages-of-history-set.html
https://www.amazon.com/World-Columbus-Sons-Genevieve-Foster/dp/0964380382
https://www.amazon.com/World-Captain-John-Smith/dp/1893103005/ref=pd_sbs_14_img_0/143-4631111-1383750?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=1893103005&pd_rd_r=afb3c663-b64f-4efa-958d-65136282aedc&pd_rd_w=s1PlQ&pd_rd_wg=I7KQW&pf_rd_p=5cfcfe89-300f-47d2-b1ad-a4e27203a02a&pf_rd_r=SQWJDHJC12K9PWXRT3JB&psc=1&refRID=SQWJDHJC12K9PWXRT3JB
https://www.amazon.com/George-Washingtons-World-Joanna-Foster/dp/096438034X/ref=pd_sbs_14_t_2/143-4631111-1383750?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=096438034X&pd_rd_r=afb3c663-b64f-4efa-958d-65136282aedc&pd_rd_w=s1PlQ&pd_rd_wg=I7KQW&pf_rd_p=5cfcfe89-300f-47d2-b1ad-a4e27203a02a&pf_rd_r=SQWJDHJC12K9PWXRT3JB&psc=1&refRID=SQWJDHJC12K9PWXRT3JB
https://www.memoriapress.com/curriculum/latin/


Recommended: 

• Vocabulary flashcards 

• Pronunciation CD 

 
Recitations 
Tuition: $120/year, plus a $5 mat. fee payable on the first day of class 
Description: With an emphasis on learning a chronological timeline of history (set to music) and 
on memorizing select passages of Scripture, students will take advantage of the early phase in 
their lives when memorization comes naturally to them and they are able to absorb large 
amounts of information. 

 

Dialectic (Gr. 7-9) 
 

Analytical Grammar (Mondays Only) 
Tuition: $90/year, plus a TBD materials fee for required materials 
Description: Designed to be taught in three grammar "seasons" over three years, Analytical 
Grammar is not your average grammar program! Used successfully with students of varying 
abilities, the innovative and logical method is not only effective, but actually enjoyable. The 
step-by-step approach will prepare students for the rigor of college work, while the 
comprehensive scope ensures mastery. Approaching grammar with the idea that students learn 
it and then move on, rather than continually re-learning the same concepts over and over, the 
"spiral" method will help students master grammar once and for all. 
 
Required materials: 

• Analytical Grammar workbook 

• Supplemental practice book 

 
*course is offered for the higher level if students are behind in grammar and/or are taking Logic I 
 
Classical Composition 
Tuition: $180/year 
Description: Ancient writers invented a way of teaching writing known as the progymnasmata, 
which provided a method of teaching composition that not only taught budding writers a 
disciplined way to approach communication, but also helped them appeal to the heads of their 
audience. The progymnasmata gave them the stylistic tools to appeal to their hearts as well. 
 
The greatest communicators of ancient times, Quintilian and Cicero among them, employed the 
progymnasmata to teach their students the art of communication. The 14 exercises, organized 
from the simplest and most basic to the most complex and sophisticated, were the core 
education of a classical speaker, designed to produce what Quintilian once called ‘the good man, 
speaking well.’” 
 
Required materials: Classical Compositions Levels IV, V, and VI (Confirmation & Refutation, 
Common Topic, and Encomium, Invective, & Comparison) 

https://www.analyticalgrammar.com/product/review-and-reinforcement/
https://www.christianbook.com/classical-composition-refutation-confirmation-student-guide/james-selby/9781615382057/pd/382057?event=ESRCG
https://www.christianbook.com/classical-composition-common-topic-student-guide/james-selby/9781615382262/pd/382262?event=ESRCG
https://www.christianbook.com/classical-composition-encomium-invective-comparison-student/jim-selby/9781615388547/pd/388547?event=ESRCP


Latin 
Tuition: $180/year 
Description: Starting with First Form Latin, students will take a grammar first approach to the 
ancient language which is suitable for those just beginning, as well as those in the Grammar 
Stage. Second and Third Form reviews all material in the previous Forms, completes the verb 
paradigms for all four conjugations in the indicative active and passive, and much more! Fourth 
Form Latin completes the journey of Latin grammar by reviewing all material in First, Second, 
and Third Form, completing all verb forms for all four conjugations by studying participles, 
infinitives, gerunds, etc.  
 
Course Requirements:  

• Your child’s appropriate Latin workbook and textbook from Memoria Press. New 
students to Latin must start with First Form 

Recommended: 

• Vocabulary flashcards 

• Pronunciation CD 

 
Logic I or II (Wednesdays Only) 
Grade Levels: Dialectic (7-9) and Rhetoric (10-12)* 
Tuition: $90/year 
Description: Traditional Logic is an in-depth study of the classical syllogism. Along with a basic 
understanding of the Christian theory of knowledge, this class presents the four kinds of logical 
statements, the four ways propositions can be opposed, the three ways which they can be 
equivalent, and the seven rules for the validity of syllogisms.  
*course is offered for the higher level if students are unfamiliar with the subject 
 
Required materials:  

• Traditional Logic I workbook and textbook OR Traditional Logic II* workbook and 
textbook 

*Traditional Logic I must be completed before moving on to Traditional Logic II 

 
 Omnibus (History, Theology, Literature)                                                                

Grade Levels: Dialectic (7-9) and Rhetoric (10-12) 
 Tuition: $300/year     

Description: Omnibus I: Discussion of the History, Literature and Theology of Ancient 
Times:  With history, literature, and theology wrapped into one discussion course, the “all-
encompassing”  Omnibus I curriculum by Veritas Press explores literature relating to Ancient 
times from a Christian worldview.  This class seeks to help students grow through reading great 
works while they also grow in the ability to contribute to good discussion related to the books 
being read.  
 

https://www.memoriapress.com/curriculum/latin/
https://www.christianbook.com/traditional-logic-student-kit-second-edition/pd/38747X?event=ESRCP
https://www.christianbook.com/traditional-logic-2-student-pack/martin-cothran/pd/388759?en=bing-pla&event=SHOP&kw=homeschool-20-40%7C388759&p=1179517&dv=c&msclkid=98108cad9dd014de3b6fd2d509d1e914&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Shopping%20Main&utm_term=1100506918605&utm_content=s-homeschool
https://www.christianbook.com/traditional-logic-2-student-pack/martin-cothran/pd/388759?en=bing-pla&event=SHOP&kw=homeschool-20-40%7C388759&p=1179517&dv=c&msclkid=98108cad9dd014de3b6fd2d509d1e914&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Shopping%20Main&utm_term=1100506918605&utm_content=s-homeschool


Assignments anticipate that each week students will spend 1 to 1 ½ hours reading/preparing on 
each of the three weekdays the class does not meet in order to be ready to enjoy participating 
in scheduled discussions.  Dialectic students (Grades 7-9) will be building independence in 
completing readings, building comprehension skills, and applying what they read in ever 
improving discussion skills. Rhetoric students (Grades 10-12) will be doing these things as well as 
leading the way in recognizing ideas and philosophies and analyzing them from a Christian 
worldview.  Since our goal is to enjoy challenging ourselves with these great works, the work 
load may be modified for students at different levels in a way that will still allow for fruitful 
group discussion, and parent input is welcomed and encouraged.    
 
Books to be read will be chosen from among those covered in the Omnibus I textbook. Primary 
books (traditional Great Books) will be chosen from among books such as the Epic of Gilgamesh, 
The Code of Hammurabi, The Odyssey, Histories, Oresteia, Plutarch's Lives, The Theban Trilogy, 
The Last Days of Socrates, The Early History of Rome, The Aeneid,  Julius Caesar, and books of 
the Bible.  Secondary books (which provide balance in the areas of Theology, History and 
Literature) will be chosen from among books such as: Till we Have Faces, The Chronicles of 
Narnia, The Best Things in Life, the Unaborted Socrates, The Eagle of the Ninth,  and The 
Screwtape Letters. 
 
Required materials:  

• Omnibus I Textbook (please wait to acquire reading material until told to do so by 
Mentor—not all books will be covered during the schoolyear) 

 
 

Rhetoric (Gr. 10-12) *Several classes require Dialectic-level prerequisites to be completed before 

taking 
 

Civics (Wednesdays Only) 
Tuition: $90/year 
Description: Learn the roots of our constitutional republic, beginning with the Anglo-Saxon 
common law concerning the rights of an Englishman and culminating with the American dream 
of self-government. We begin with the Magna Carta and the Mayflower Compact; meet Thomas 
Hobbes, John Locke, and Adam Smith; learn about the intolerable Acts, Thomas Payne's 
Common Sense, Declaration of Independence, Rebuttal to the Declaration of Independence, the 
Articles of the Confederation and finally the U. S. Constitution. 
 
Classical Composition 
Tuition: $180/year 
Description: Ancient writers invented a way of teaching writing known as the progymnasmata, 
which provided a method of teaching composition that not only taught budding writers a 
disciplined way to approach communication, but also helped them appeal to the heads of their 
audience. The progymnasmata gave them the stylistic tools to appeal to their hearts as well. 
 
The greatest communicators of ancient times, Quintilian and Cicero among them, employed the 
progymnasmata to teach their students the art of communication. The 14 exercises, organized 
from the simplest and most basic to the most complex and sophisticated, were the core 

https://www.christianbook.com/omnibus-1-student-text/9781936648719/pd/648719?en=bing-pla&event=SHOP&kw=homeschool-60-80%7C648719&p=1179517&dv=c&msclkid=24099408e9ef1207a0d4ca707dae5916&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Shopping%20Main&utm_term=4581046482558786&utm_content=s-homeschool


education of a classical speaker, designed to produce what Quintilian once called ‘the good man, 
speaking well.’” 

 
Required materials*:  Classical Compositions Levels VII, VIII, IX (Characterization, Description, 
and Thesis & Law)  
 
*Levels IV-VI must have been completed before starting Rhetoric stage classical composition 
 
Debate (Mondays Only) 
Tuition: $90/year 
Description: Utilizing Aristotelian logic and the Socratic method, along with skills developed in 
Classical Composition IV, students approach debate with a high emphasis on oration. Topics will 
be drawn from Omnibus VI. 
 
Latin 
Tuition: $180/year 
Description: Starting with First Form Latin, students will take a grammar first approach to the 
ancient language which is suitable for those just beginning, as well as those in the Grammar 
Stage. Second and Third Form reviews all material in the previous Forms, completes the verb 
paradigms for all four conjugations in the indicative active and passive, and much more! Fourth 
Form Latin completes the journey of Latin grammar by reviewing all material in First, Second, 
and Third Form, completing all verb forms for all four conjugations by studying participles, 
infinitives, gerunds, etc.  
 
Course Requirements:  

• Your child’s appropriate Latin workbook and textbook from Memoria Press. New 
students to Latin must start with First Form 

Recommended: 

• Vocabulary flashcards 

• Pronunciation CD 

 
Omnibus (History, Theology, Literature)                                                                

 Tuition: $300/year     
Description: Omnibus I: Discussion of the History, Literature and Theology of Ancient 
Times:  With history, literature, and theology wrapped into one discussion course, the “all-
encompassing”  Omnibus I curriculum by Veritas Press explores literature relating to Ancient 
times from a Christian worldview.  This class seeks to help students grow through reading great 
works while they also grow in the ability to contribute to good discussion related to the books 
being read.  
 
Assignments anticipate that each week students will spend 1 to 1 ½ hours reading/preparing on 
each of the three weekdays the class does not meet in order to be ready to enjoy participating 
in scheduled discussions.  Dialectic students (Grades 7-9) will be building independence in 
completing readings, building comprehension skills, and applying what they read in ever 
improving discussion skills. Rhetoric students (Grades 10-12) will be doing these things as well as 

https://www.christianbook.com/classical-composition-vii-characterization-student-book/jim-selby/9781615383740/pd/383740?product_redirect=1&search_term=classical%20composition%20chara&Ntt=383740&item_code=&Ntk=keywords&event=ESRCP
https://www.christianbook.com/classical-composition-viii-description-student-book/jim-selby/9781615383764/pd/383764?product_redirect=1&search_term=classical%20composition%20desc&Ntt=383764&item_code=&Ntk=keywords&event=ESRCP
https://www.christianbook.com/classical-composition-thesis-law-student-book/jim-selby/9781615383788/pd/383788?product_redirect=1&search_term=classical%20composition%20thesis&Ntt=383788&item_code=&Ntk=keywords&event=ESRCP
https://www.memoriapress.com/curriculum/latin/


leading the way in recognizing ideas and philosophies and analyzing them from a Christian 
worldview.  Since our goal is to enjoy challenging ourselves with these great works, the work 
load may be modified for students at different levels in a way that will still allow for fruitful 
group discussion, and parent input is welcomed and encouraged.    
 
Books to be read will be chosen from among those covered in the Omnibus I textbook. Primary 
books (traditional Great Books) will be chosen from among books such as the Epic of Gilgamesh, 
The Code of Hammurabi, The Odyssey, Histories, Oresteia, Plutarch's Lives, The Theban Trilogy, 
The Last Days of Socrates, The Early History of Rome, The Aeneid,  Julius Caesar, and books of 
the Bible.  Secondary books (which provide balance in the areas of Theology, History and 
Literature) will be chosen from among books such as: Till we Have Faces, The Chronicles of 
Narnia, The Best Things in Life, the Unaborted Socrates, The Eagle of the Ninth,  and The 
Screwtape Letters. 
 
Required materials:  

• Omnibus I Textbook (please wait to acquire reading material until told to do so by 
Mentor—not all books will be covered during the schoolyear) 

 
  

Educational Resource Center Courses 

 
Art: Beginning Art Gr. Pre-k-3 
Offered: Spring Semester, Mondays 
Tuition: $60/semester, plus $40 mat. fee payable on first day 
Description: Learn the building blocks of art! This beginning art class teaches the seven elements 
of art and the principals of design. Students will explore basic art media and techniques through 
engaging hands on projects! Designed to provide students with the opportunity to develop a 
foundation of varied art skills, techniques and concepts! 
 
Daring Drama Gr. 4-12: 
Offered: Fall and Spring Semesters, Mondays 
Tuition: $80/semester, plus $15 mat. Fee, payable on first day 
Description: Students will be investing time in learning the basic skills of acting by doing 
exercises and improvisations. They will build confidence in public speaking and leadership by 
having the opportunity to present scenarios and acting exercises in front of and alongside their 
peers. They will learn about basic stage directions and about the skills needed to be a goo actor. 
Some time will be spent on developing a monologue and audition techniques. Loose clothing 
and sneakers are recommended. Students should bring a folder with paper and a writing tool. 

 
Gym Gr. K-3, 4-6, 7-12 
Offered: Fall and Spring Semesters, Wednesdays 
Tuition: $65/semester 
Description: Features a variety of sports/games with an emphasis on teamwork and 
sportsmanship in addition to individual progress in skills, fitness and flexibility. 
 

https://www.christianbook.com/omnibus-1-student-text/9781936648719/pd/648719?en=bing-pla&event=SHOP&kw=homeschool-60-80%7C648719&p=1179517&dv=c&msclkid=24099408e9ef1207a0d4ca707dae5916&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Shopping%20Main&utm_term=4581046482558786&utm_content=s-homeschool


Karate 8 years old-Adult 
Offered: Year Round 
Tuition: $250/Fall Semester, plus testing fees and cost for uniform paid directly to instructor 
Description: Taught by Master Wood, classes will consist of awareness, self-discipline, physical 
fitness, basics in self-defense, dealing with bullies, Martial Arts history, and having fun while 
training. 
 
Math Club Gr. K-3rd 
Offered: Fall Semester, Mondays 
Tuition: $60, plus $40 mat. fee  
Description: Math Club is a fun, hands-on learning experience designed to firm up the 
fundamentals of addition, subtraction, and counting money. Memory exercises, multi-sensory 
learning centers, and games will make practicing math an enjoyable and active experience. 

 
Mathematics-Firming up the FUNdamentals Gr. 6-12 
Offered: Fall and Spring Semesters, Wednesdays 
Tuition: $150/year 
Description: Very often, when students begin taking algebra, they realize the necessity of having 
a firm grasp on many of the foundational topics that they were taught at the elementary 
level.  Arithmetic concepts, such as fractions, decimals, percentages, integer operations, and 
basic math facts are the fundamental tools and building blocks on which algebra and other 
abstract mathematics topics are built. 
 
But, don’t worry; it’s never too late! This class will revisit many of these essential themes 
through instruction, individual and group work, drills, and games. By firming up these 
fundamentals, you will be ready to tackle algebra and higher-level math courses with 
confidence! 
 
This year will emphasize integers; roots and powers; scientific notation; multiplying and dividing 
by powers of 10; area, perimeter, and volume; properties, area, and circumference of circles. 
Students will also have weekly drills of basic math facts. 
 
Required Materials: 1-inch binder, college-ruled paper, pencil, eraser 
 
Peacemaking Families Gr. K-Adult 
Offered: Fall and Spring Semesters, Wednesdays 
Tuition: TBD 
Description: This class will explore biblical principles and specific skills of peacemaking for 
parents and children through the use of games, role-plays, and instructional time. Approaches 
to the material will be taken from adaptations the The Young Peacemaker, by Corlette Sande 
and materials from Ambassadors of Reconciliation, such as The Conflict Resolution vs. 
Reconciliation Bible study materials. 
 
Planning Your Way to Health Gr. 7-Adult 
Offered: Fall and Spring Semesters, bi-weekly on Mondays 
Tuition: $75/semester, plus a one-time mat. fee of $30 for planner 
Description: Planning a week full of healthy meals can be daunting. With our busy lives and busy 
schedules, it’s too easy to grab a quick meal at the local fast food restaurant. But as cases of 



obesity and autoimmune diseases continue to rise in this country, it’s clear that what we’re 
eating isn’t food at all. With bi-weekly food tastings, ready-made shopping lists, recipes, and 
more, healthy eating and living has never been so easy—or yummy! 

 
Rotating Units I “On the Move” and “Fun with Water and Bubbles” (Gr. K-3) 
Offered: Fall Semester, Wednesdays 
Tuition: $65 
Description: On the Move: Through hands-on activities, song, and demonstrations, gravity, air 
resistance, acceleration, inertia, friction, and pressure concepts will be learned. A copy of the 
song will be glued to the back of the activity or information sheet of the day for home. 
 
Fun with Water and Bubbles: Join in the fun using hands-on activities, learn about properties of 
water and ice, displacement, surface tension, air pressure, float or sink, condensation, 
evaporation, solubles and insolubles.  
 
Course Requirements: Folder with pockets & prongs and a pencil 
 
 
Rotating Units I “Fabulous Fractions” and “America the Beautiful” Gr. K-3 
Offered: Spring Semester, Wednesdays 
Tuition: $65 
Description: Fabulous Fractions: If you wanted a big piece of your favorite pizza, would you 
choose a piece that is ¼ of the pizza or 1/3 of it? What fraction of a bag of candy would you get 
if you share it with 5 friends? You will be able to answer these questions and learn about fair 
shares, fractional parts of a whole or group, and equivalent fractions by participating in a variety 
of hands-on materials. 
 
America the Beautiful: Join us in singing songs that honor America. You will find out who wrote 
these songs, when, and why they were written. Picture books will be shared illustrating the 
beauty of our country. Each class will begin with the Pledge of Allegiance. 
 
Course Requirements: Folder with pockets & prongs and a pencil 
 
Rotating Units II “Walk on the Wild Side” and “You’re a Grand Old Flag” Gr. 4-6 
Offered: Fall Semester, Wednesdays 
Tuition: $65 
Description: Walk on the Wild Side: Wolves, bats, and wild turkeys—oh my! Classifying, 
gathering factual information from articles and poems, identifying act and opinion, graphing, 
and comparing and contrasting life cycles will be learned/reinforced. 
 
You’re a Grand Old Flag: “Old Glory” has had many changes over the years. You will trace these 
changes from the American Revolution to present day, discover how our flag has become used 
at special historical events, and learn how to display the flag properly. 
 
Course Requirements: Folder with pockets & prongs and a pencil 

 
Rotating Units II “The Gold Laced Coat” Gr. 4-6 
Offered: Spring Semester, Wednesdays 



Tuition: $65 
Description: Join Pierre as he lives at Fort Niagara during the French and Indian War. You will be 
meeting man other characters, be challenged by vocabulary, and learn about the French and 
Indian War on the Niagara Frontier through this historical novel by Helen Fuller Orton. 
 
Course Requirements: Folder with pockets & prongs and a pencil 

 
Science Exploration Club Gr. 1-6 
Offered: Fall and Spring Semesters, Wednesdays 
Tuition: $75/semester, plus $40 mat. Fee, payable on first day of each semester 
Description: Students work together to experiment with simple machines, molecular cohesion, 
hydraulics, weather, and more! Students will add to their vocabulary, posture hypotheses, make 
a plan, and execute it. The year ends with the construction of a Rube Goldberg 
machine. Notebook and pencil for journaling will be required. 

 
Core Strength and Stretch, Adult 
Offered: Fall and Spring Semesters, Mondays 
Tuition: $75/semester 
Description: This class is suitable for anyone from young teen to older adult. The focus of this 
class will be on strengthening the core to improve posture, balance, flexibility, and agility. The 
class will begin with a warm-up, proceed to a working segment, and end with a stretch and 
relaxation segment. Supportive shoes, loose clothing, mat/towel, and a water bottle are 
recommended. Floor work is optional; chair work can be substituted if preferred. 

  
Vocal Adventures, Gr. 4-12 

 Offered: Fall and Spring Semesters, Mondays 
 Tuition: $80/semester, plus $15 mat. Fee, payable on first day 

Description: Students will learn the fundamentals of singing and apply them as they sing various 
pieces, first sung in unison, and then sung in parts. They will be introduced to the skills of sight-
singing, rote singing, building simple harmony, counting beats, and vocal blending. We will 
practice both sacred and secular choral music.  
 
CLUB/FREE OPTIONS 
 
Chess Club 
Offered: Fall and Spring Semesters, Wednesdays 
Description: Come join the fun and challenge of playing chess. Beginners and players of all ability 
levels are welcome! Students who are beginners or who have had less experience will be 
clustered and will play to strengthen skills or experience a challenge. Basic, intermediate, and 
advanced level players will play with students of all levels at the instructor’s discretion.  
 
Course Requirements: Students must 1) have an attention span of 45 minutes, 2) be able to 
follow directions, 3) listen quietly, and 4) stay focused on the fundamentals of chess. 

 
Shakespeare Club, All Ages 
Offered: Fall and Spring Semesters, Wednesdays 
Description: Join us as we take parts and read together. The group will choose plays as we go 
along. So that we can keep things appropriate and allow for flexible age range, we will keep the 



focus away from some sensitive subject matter, but students should be mature enough for the 
content of tragedies. 
 
Student Council, Gr. 6-12 

 Offered: Fall and Spring Semesters, twice a month 
 Description: Teamwork. Service. Leadership. Civics. 
 

Nothing allows our children to develop these valuable life skills as thoroughly and enjoyably as 
participation in Student Government. This club will offer students a cooperative and 
collaborative environment to actively shape their student life experience at St. Peter’s 
Educational Resource Center. This enriching experience will provide students with the 
opportunity to: 

1. Respectfully present and discuss ideas and opinions to enhance their school experience. 
2. Help plan/execute activities, fundraisers, and service opportunities to engage the ERC 

family, St. Peter Lutheran Church, and the local community. 
3. Develop a sense of civic privilege and duty as they take an active role in a positive group 

environment focused on Christian service that aims to advance the individual and collective 
goals of the ERC family. 

The main purpose of this group is to give students both a “voice” and a tangible impact in the 
ERC community, utilizing their various God-given talents to contribute to the school life 
experience at St. Peter. Our student council invites middle and high school students to attend 
meetings scheduled twice a month for planning, organizing necessary fundraising, and executing 
activities in a fun, yet efficient and effective group atmosphere. There will be student leadership 
through elections, a hands-on Parent Advisor to assist in the advancement of goals and 
management of funds, and the oversight of the ERC administrators.  

*Sign-up sheet may be found on the sign-in desk at the start of the school year 

 

 

 


